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Abstract:

In this paper we study the problem of the interaction of soft bodies modeled with mass spring models (MSM)
and static elements of the environment. We show that in such setup it is possible to couple standard time
evolution of MSMs with collision responses in a way, that does not require complex processing for multi
collision situations while successfully preventing object inter-penetration. Moreover we show how to achieve
similar energy dissipation for models with different resolutions when the friction is present.

1

INTRODUCTION

Mass spring models are a popular choice for the representation of soft bodies in computer graphics and
virtual reality applications. For a long time they were
preferred over the finite element method (FEM) in
real time applications, as they tend to offer better
computational efficiency (although recent FEM implementations are quite fast as well (Sin et al., 2013)),
but they are believed to be less accurate in terms of
physical plausibility (Nealen et al., 2006).
The accuracy of the description of an elastic object
is however not a problem in MSM representations.
The standard lattice based models used in physics,
mechanical engineering and other related fields offer
a description of elastic solids, which is as accurate as
the limitations of linear elasticity theory allow it to be
(Ostoja-Starzewski, 2002) (Ladd and Kinney, 1997)
(Kot et al., 2015).
The bigger problem, when creating an animation, is to carry out the time evolution of such models (which can be achieved in a number of ways,
both quasi-static or dynamic (Faure and Wien, 1998)
(Jakobsen, 2001) (Frenkel, 2002) (Steinhauser, 2008)
(Liu et al., 2013) (Press et al., 2007) (Levine et al.,
2014) (Bender et al., 2013) (Michels et al., 2014)).
The number of techniques used for this purpose in
computer graphics is very large, but it should be
noted, that many of them are either not physically
based or that the physical correctness does not hold
for certain aspects of the simulation by design.
In this work we use explicit Verlet integration
scheme in order to achieve a physically-based sim-

ulation and we show how to couple it with collision
responses. One of our goals is to design a collision
handling technique which preserves the energy of the
system (affects stability of the simulation), prevents
object penetration, and if the friction is present, obeys
the Newton’s law of dry friction. We achieve this goal
completely for collisions between MSM and static elements of the environment and partially for MSMMSM collisions; in case of MSM-MSM collisions our
method does not preserve energy in certain situations,
which is the cost of assuring no object penetrations.
Potential disadvantage of explicit integrators
(such as the Verlet algorithm) is the necessity of using
variable time step to avoid instabilities when large accelerations are present. They are however very useful
for the purpose of studying certain aspects of the simulation and dynamic evolution of MSMs. It should
be noted that for practical purposes, techniques which
add some mechanism of controlling energy of the system are much more popular; examples include position based or shape matching algorithms (Bender
et al., 2013) (Müller et al., 2005).

2

COLLISIONS

Defining a representation of a deformable object is
only half of the solution needed for performing a realistic animation. Once we have the representation of
an object, we have to simulate its evolution in time,
which includes both evolution of its shape, as well as
its interaction with the environment, that is – collisions with other objects.
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2.1 Verlet Integration Scheme
The time integration algorithm which we use is constructed as a Verlet scheme following the Trotter
expansion (Ladd, 2010; Tuckerman et al., 1992;
Frenkel, 2002):
eA+B = lim (eA/2PeB/P eA/2P )P ,
P→∞

(1)

where eA+B is understood to be an operator which
is advancing the state of the system by making P steps
of ”size” 1/P. A and B symbolise two quantities
which influence each other and need to be updated
”simultaneously”. If P is finite, the equation is approximate. In an MSM simulation, the two qualities
that characterise our system are positions q and velocities v (defined for each mass point), and the system
advances in time (i.e. from 0 to t) with steps dt.
The Eq. (1) can be translated into the following
algorithm:
1. advance positions by 0.5dt; (q += v · 0.5dt)
2. compute forces F

3. advance velocities by dt; (v += F/m · dt)
4. advance positions by 0.5dt,

which is known as a position Verlet integration
scheme. It can be used to simulate the time evolution of a mass spring system. It does not account for
collisions, as all the forces in the system come from
springs or gravity. Consequently collision handling
requires the algorithm to be extended.

2.2 Elastic Collisions
In our approach the collision of an object represented
by an MSM is carried out by colliding mass points of
the MSM, that is, through microcollisions. Detection
of collisions between MSM and meshes or objects
with well defined surfaces is straightforward. Collisions between different MSMs as well as self collisions require defining the surface of an MSM in some
way. In this work, we associate a collision sphere with
each mass point lying on the border of an object; the
radius of the sphere is equal to the average of the halflength of springs connected to the node in question.
Additionally we assume that if two spheres are connected by a spring they never produce a collision.
Each microcollision should preserve energy and
momentum of the system, that is for any two colliding
mass points (spheres) m1 and m2 moving with velocities v1 and v2 we have:
m1 v̄1 + m2 v̄2 = m1 v̄1′ + m2 v̄2′
m1 v̄21 + m2 v̄22 = m1 v̄21′ + m2 v̄22′ ,

(2)

Figure 1: A symbolic illustration of multi-collision situation, where serial processing of collisions leads to high
number of collision events.

which gives new velocities as:
2m2 v̄2 + (m1 − m2)v̄1
m1 + m2
2m1 v̄1 + (m2 − m1)v̄2
v̄2′ =
.
m1 + m2

v̄1′ =

(3)

Non movable objects (such as a ground) are
treated as having infinite mass.
A computationally efficient way of handling collisions is to process them in a serial way, as if none
two happened at the exact same moment. However,
the time resolution of our simulation is defined by
the time step, and it is not desirable for it to be too
small. This leads to multi-collisions, that is, situations
in which an object is colliding with multiple other objects during one time frame. If we detect collisions
once per frame, serial collision handling may lead to
objects penetrating each other (i.e. imagine a sphere
in between two planes with π/6 angle between them).
Increasing the number of detection/handling events
per time frame is not a solution, as it may lead to
significantly increased computational costs per frame
in some situations. Figure 10 symbolically illustrates
such situation. A ball reflected by one wall immediately hits the other wall, and reflected by it hits the
first wall once again making very little progress outside of this computational trap. On the other hand
performing only one collision per frame leads to object penetration. The solution to this situation may
be to abandon serial collision handling, and instead
solve all the collisions simultaneously (e.g. as a constraint reaction problem). The disadvantage of such
technique is again the increased computational cost.
Below we will show how to prevent object penetration while processing collisions in a serial way.
First of all, before we proceed to multi collision
problem, let us show how to achieve a stable simulation for a simple setup of a ball bouncing on the
ground in gravitational field. Our time integration algorithm consists of two conceptual parts – position
update and velocity update. Collision reaction can be
added as a third part, and by applying eq. (1) recur315
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sively, we arrive at one of possible algorithms:
1. advance positions by 0.5dt
2. compute forces
3. advance velocities by 0.5dt
4. handle collisions and friction by updating velocities (not forces)
5. advance velocities by 0.5dt
6. advance positions by 0.5dt
This scheme will produce energy preserving simulations which are stable over long time scales, and
will work if the bouncing mass is receiving forces
from springs as well. First we advance positions (half
step), then velocities, which by itself consists of two
steps – applying force influence and collisions. Note,
that collision handling procedure uses the values of
velocities in the middle of the frame (at the half step).
It is a popular approach of incorporating collision response into the simulation used e.g. in (Bridson et al.,
2002).
This algorithm, if collision handling is processed
in a serial way, may produce object overlaps if a
single mass point of the MSM is colliding with
multiple independent objects. It should be noted,
that for volumetric MSMs this is unlikely to happen
unless the object’s curvature is high. Consequently
this algorithm could be used for volumetric MSMs
in low curvature environments. Unfortunately the
behavior of clothes would be affected considerably,
as 2d objects stacked together produce exactly this
kind of multi-direction multi-collisions, which cause
overlaps. Because of that, the algorithm typically
requires additional constraint solving procedure of
some kind (Atencio et al., 2005).

2.3 Elastic Collisions with Overlap
Prevention
For the purpose of preventing object overlaps, we
modify the algorithm in the following way:
1. advance positions by 0.5dt

The collision response was switched with velocity update when compared to the previous algorithm.
The second step uses collision/friction response information from the ”previous” frame (although we may
very well say that each frame starts at the step 4, and
the whole procedure will look more natural). Steps 2
and 6 (apply c/f response) modify velocities.
In a perfectly elastic collision of two hard objects
(eq. (3)), the state in which half of the response is applied results with a situation where normal component
of the relative velocity between these two colliding
objects equals zero. Therefore steps 7 and 1 are guaranteed not to produce any additional overlap between
them. This means, that if an MSM node collides with
multiple elements of static environment (i.e. triangles
of an unmovable mesh), the node will remain at rest
state relative to these static elements (in terms of normal velocities).
If there are additional MSM nodes colliding with
each other they too, can be brought together to the
state of the same relative velocity, however it may require applying collision response to them, with different proportions than those present in steps 2 and 6 (i.e.
instead half-half, we may need to do e.g. 0.3 and 0.7
response). In such situations energy preservation is
no longer guaranteed (with energy differences of the
same magnitude as those present e.g. in Verlet with
adaptive time-step).
The effects of this can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4.
The Figure 3 shows an energy of a system, where
3 MSM nodes lie on top of each other (and on the
ground, Fig. 2 A). There is no energy drift present.
Also, there is no drift if the node colliding with the
ground is connected by a spring with the rest of the
MSM. We observe however a small drift if there is
a second node present between the ground and the
spring node (Fig. 2 C). The Figure 4 shows an energy
of such system. In both cases the bottom node undergoes a constant collision with a ground and the node
above. If spring forces are present, there is a noticeable energy drift in the system, however as its magnitude is rather small, its effects will be completely
eliminated if friction and damping effects are incorporated into the simulation.

2. apply half of the collision/friction response
3. compute forces

3

CONTACT FRICTION

4. advance velocities by dt
5. compute collision/friction response
6. apply half of the collision/friction response
7. advance positions by 0.5dt
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The problem of collisions with frictional contact has
been studied previously for various model representations and time integration schemes (Fisher and Lin,
2001) (Hasegawa and Sato, 2004) (Cotin et al., 1998)
(James and Pai, 2002) (Duriez et al., 2006) (Pabst
et al., 2009), and the common approaches include,
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• It does not depend on the velocity of sliding surfaces

C
B
A

Let us consider a volumetric object sliding on a
flat surface with friction. The friction force will be
proportional to the gravitational force acting on the
object:
F = µFg = µ · M · g,
(4)

Figure 2: Three example configurations of collisions between MSM nodes and the ground.
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Figure 3: Energy of the system in a typical multi collision
situation (such as the one on Fig.2 A).
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Figure 4: Energy drift present in a multi collision setup,
when multiple objects are stacked on each other and spring
connections are present (setup form Fig. 2 C).

among others, constraint based methods and penalty
force methods (Michels et al., 2014). In the context of
mass spring models, the focus has been placed on 2d
meshes designed for a cloth representation (Bridson
et al., 2002) (Pabst et al., 2009). While such methods
have a good potential to be extended to volumetric objects, the existing works lack argumentation and convincing testing schemes that would verify their physical correctness.
The Newton dry friction model assumes that:
• Friction force is proportional to the normal pressure between contacting objects and is parallel to
the contact surface
• It does not depend on the area of contact between
objects

where µ is the friction coefficient (which in
general will depend on both colliding surfaces),
M is the mass of the moving object and g denotes
gravitational acceleration coefficient.
In rigid body dynamics, the mass of the whole
object has to be known for the friction force to
be calculated correctly. In our case however all
the interactions between the surface and the object
happen through a handful of boundary mass points
that collide with the surface and the frictional force
should be applied only to those points. For the sake
of efficiency the friction handling algorithm should
not require the knowledge about any other nodes of
the colliding MSM or MSM stacked on top of it.
Consequently the equation 4 is not really usable.
Instead its properties should be recreated by simple
rules for single mass point collisions.
Fortunately these rules are very easy to find and
understand (Kot and Nagahashi, 2014). Let us consider a box sliding on a flat surface. We will represent
it by MSMs with three different resolutions (Fig. 6).
The first box – 3 × 2 × 2 mass points, the second by
5 × 3 × 3 lattice and the third – 9 × 5 × 5. The total
mass of each box is the same, therefore elementary
masses of the MSM nodes will differ. Also the
number of the nodes colliding with the surface will
be different: 6 mass points for the low resolution
MSM, 15 for medium and 45 for high. This constitutes 50%, 33% and 20% of the total number of
nodes for each model respectively. Consequently the
number of elementary collisions will differ greatly
between these models, and each elementary collision
will result in a different elementary momentum
flow between object and the surface. Moreover for
each point the frequency of collision events will
differ. What will be invariant between high, medium
and low resolution representations however, is the
total flow of momentum that passes from the object
through the colliding surface.If we consider, that each
mass point mi represents some elemental volume and
consequently elemental area of contact ai , bounces
of the surface with average frequency fi , changing is
momentum by ∆pi with each bounce (according to
eq. (3)), giving a flux ji = ∆paii fi , the total momentum
flow must sum up to Mg, because it is the condition
of objects not penetrating each other:
317
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Figure 5: Transfer of momentum between the ground and a
heavy object. Small particle bounces back and forth and the
heavy object never touches the ground.
C

C

j · A = ∑ ji ai = ∑ fi ∆pi =
i

i

∆p
= Mg.
∆t

(5)

The only quantity that we control directly when
giving a response to an elementary collision is ∆pi ,
however we know, that all the other quantities will adjust themselves in such way, that the eq. (5) will hold
(i.e. if we decrease ∆pi , the frequency fi will increase
so that the momentum flow will remain constant).
This can be better understood with an illustration on
Fig. 5. A small particle bounces back and forth between the ground and a heavy object. If we increase
the mass of the object, the velocity of the particle will
increase automatically (increasing the frequency with
which it hits the ground). If we reduce the mass of the
small particle similar thing will happen. In the end,
the heavy object will never actually hit the ground independently on what we do with the small particle as
long as it transfers any momentum with each bounce.
Therefore if we associate with each collision an elementary friction impulse Fi = µ∆pi , the total frictional force exerted on an object will accumulate to
F = µMg, independently on quantities such as A, fi
and even ∆pi . The latter means that incorporating non
elastic collisions will not affect frictional force during
continuous contact of surfaces.

4

TESTS

In order to confirm that such micro collision approach
to friction allows to achieve a correct macroscopic response we have performed a series of experiments
in which elastic objects slide with friction on a flat
surface. According to Newton’s dry friction law the
distance which each object travels before completely
stopping should be independent on the mass of the
object, its shape or apparent area of contact. We have
performed the test for various shapes – from simple
boxes to complex objects with non trivial shapes. Our
tests indicate that travel distance does not depend on
318

Figure 6: Four elastic objects sliding with friction on a flat
surface. Initial position. Three resolutions of a box (high,
medium, low), and a bird. Boxes have the same mass. Bird
has different mass and non flat surface.

Figure 7: Final position of the objects from Fig. 6.

the resolution of MSM, mass of the object or even its
shape, thus confirming that our method gives physically correct results.
Figures 6 and 7 show the initial and final positions
of four elastic objects. The three boxes represented
by different resolution MSMs travel exactly the same
distance before stopping, which shows that energy
dissipation rate is invariant with the resolution and
depends only on the friction coefficient. The fourth
object – a bird with non trivial shape and different
mass, slides beside the boxes. At the beginning only
its tail touches the ground (Fig. 8); soon due to gravitational force the rest of its body descends and the
area of contact with the ground is increased. Even
though the bird’s movement is complex and includes
shape relaxation with various vibrational modes, the
total distance that it travels is the same as in the case
of boxes.
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Figure 8: Initial position of the model of a bird.

Figure 9: Final position of the model of a bird.

Figure 10: Two spherical objects colliding with each other
and with the environment.

5

nique is interesting both from academic and practical
point of view, is very robust, and will work satisfactory for various conditions and situations.
Moreover we show, that total frictional force does
not depend on a single microcollision response, but
all the responses summed together. This means, that
careful analysis of singular microcollisions is unnecessary and does not affect the final result of the total
frictional force. Such analysis is often present in collision responses in CG, and require e.g. measuring
penetration depth (Heidelberger et al., 2004), which
may increase costs of the collision response computation.
In our approach the frictional force acting on an
object does not change even if the area of contact or
the resolution of an MSM differs. Because the response to each micro collision is local, the presented
algorithm will also work in case of multiple objects
stacked on each other. Lastly, the presented technique
has a very high computational efficiency, as it does
not require any knowledge about global properties of
colliding objects.
Dividing the collision response into two steps allows to prevent progressing penetration of colliding
objects in serial collision handling. This approach
however has a limitation which manifests itself when
groups of MSM nodes collide with each other. In such
cases, the energy of the system may change slightly
during the collision response. However for volumetric MSM such situations occur very rarely, and only
for the models with high surface curvature (for angles sharper than 90 degrees). In such cases our algorithm behaves similarly to standard methods of collision handling for MSMs (e.g. such as the method
described in (Jakobsen, 2001)). Although in frictionless setup this may lead to noticeable energy drifts
over long periods of time, such methods has proven
to be suitable for wide range of practical applications.
If friction or damping are present the problem completely disappears because the energy dissipation due
to these phenomena is of much higher magnitude,
than the one caused by numerical inaccuracies.
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